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ABSTRACT

Pennsylvania utilities have been piloting Percentage of Income Programs (PIPs) for low-income
cuslomers who have exhibited a negative ability to pay their energy bills. Ilese PIPs are structured so that
low-income customers pay a fixed percentage of their income for utility services. It is hoped that the lower
bill amounts will allow low-income customers to become regular billpayers, thus saving the companies
money in reduced collection-related costs, while relieving the participanting customers Fom thrtmts of service
termination and improving the relationship between the utilities and their low-income customers.

This paper addresses the evaluation of five PIP programs: one full-scale program and four pilots. It
compares the evaluation process used in each of these studies. ‘I”heuse of P]Ps and other need-based pricing
programs are on the rise and offer an opportunity for evaluators.

Background on Programs

The fill-scale program is the Customer Responsibility Program (CRP) operated by The Philadelphia
Gas Works (PGW). PG W is a municipally-owned gas utility and the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (PaP[JC) does not regulate them. The CRP program is a payment assistance program designed
to help low-income customers meet their gas consumption needs through a budget payment. This budget
payment is generally based on household income. Any resident id customer with gross household income at
or below 150 percent of the federal poverty level is eligible to join CRP. The program is unrestricted as to
the number of participants. As a condit ion of admission to the program participants are required to pay five
percent of their balance owed to PGW at the time of enrollment. Customers who quali~ and choose to join
the pmgrarn commit to paying their budget amount on time each month. When eligible, they are required to
apply for a federal Low-Income Heating Assistance Program (LIHEAP) grant and apply this grant to PGW.
P~icipating customers are also required to pay excess usage charges if their usage exceeds that of buildings
similar to theirs. Finally, participants are required to recertifi for the program each year, As of July 1997,
there were approximately 61,000 customers in the CRP program. This was approximately 12 percent of
PGW’S total residential customer base.

Independent of PGW’s progr~ the PaPIJC initiated a call for pilot demonstrations of PIPs for each
of their major electric and gas utilities. Between 1993 and 1996, each PA utility designed and implemented
a pilot demonstmtion with enrollments capped at between 500 to 1500 enrollees. Each utilit y’s PIP foIlowed
a set of design guidelines tor structuring the pilots, so that there are only minor variations in the program
rules and implementation. Results are reported for two gas and three electric utilities, as shown in Table 1.

For all of the programs, the goals can be generalized to the following:
“ to establish a better system for the treatment of low income customers;
“ to encourage more responsibility in customers towards payment of their utility bills; and
● to increase revenues and decrease costs of service to low income customers.

The concept behind each of these goals is that customers are more likely to make consistent
payments to utilit ies if the payments are more afliirdable. This more consistent payment behavior will mean
that the utility receives an increase in revenue, while decreasing collection-related costs.



Table 1: Utility PIP Programs Evaluated

Utility Stage of PIP Fuel Type [{valuation Report
Program Source

Philadelphia Gas Works Full-Scale Natural Gas WirtshaRer ( 1997)

Equitable Gas Company (Equitable) Pilot Natuml Gas (Peach et. al., 1996)

Metropolitan Edison Company (MetEd) Pilot f%tric Wirkha!ler ( 1998a)

Pennsylvania Fketric Company (Penelee) Pilot Electric Wirtshatler ( 1998b)

Pennsylvania Power and l.igbt (PP&IJ) Pilot fktric (Cross. I 999)

PIP Evaluation Requirements

An evaluation of a PIP program is complex. In addition to a charge in energy consumption amlysis,
one must assess change in payment revenues and collection related activities. Figure 1 helps describe the
components needed in a PIP evaluation. For example, as a result of the charge in pricing, participants may
change their gas consumption. 1f the use goes down this is a benefit to the PIP program. However, if use
increases, this is a cost to the program.

Figure 1: PIP Benefits and Costs

PIP Costs – PIP Benefits

Increu.se Energy Consumption Decrease

Lkwuse Payment Amount Increase

Decivu.w 1.11IEAP Grants Incrm.w

lncrw.w Cost of&.rrying Debt i>cwtwe

Administmtion Costs Avoided Cost of Collection

Of primary coneem to this analysis is the change in payment behavior. It is hoped that lower billing
rates will result in customers making more payments. The total amount of those payments may be more or
less than was previously colleeted, depending on how much of a discount is granted and the change in
payment regularity. “1’hisanalysis also tracks the LIHEAP grants and the cost of carrying debt. All of the
PIPs require eligible customers to apply for grant tids. These finds are genemlly applied to the shortfall
between the fill bill amount and the P]P amount charged the customer.

PIP programs, not only hope to eneourage monthly payments, but they require them to be made on
time. If this happens, then the cost of carrying debt is reduced. Some of the evaluations calculate how the
average amount of debt has change between the pre and post periods. The final components of the analysis
involve the cost of operating the PIP and any reductions in utility operations that may occur. Including a PIP
program as part of utilities’ customer-sewice functions will require additional personnel and services. All of
the utilities hired an administrator and other staff. They also required their field ofices or contracted with
community W organizations (CBO) to perform intake of applicants. To develop the P] P required a large
commitment of time by program administrators and computer prograrnmem. These start-up costs are not
included in the assessment since they are already sunk and would not be required if the PIP were to be
continued.

The introduction of a PIP program may have a positive impact on other customer costs. The
principal cost savings should come from a reduction in the cost of colleet ing money from PIP participants.



If the PIP can keep customers out of arrears, than it can save the cost of sending notices and terminating
service.

. Consumption Analysis---How does a customer’s energy use change afier going from a bill that
varies with amount used to one that sets a fixed rate independent of usage level?

. Payment Analysis-How do the number and amount of payments change afler customers join
the PIP?

. Cost Analysis--How do the utilities costs for tie] and operatiou customer services, collectio~
program administration and debt coverage change ailer implementation of the PIP.

. Cost/Benefit Analysi-ls the program cost-effkctive for the company to run?

Defining the T=t Periods

Both the consumption and transaction analysis need to define a pre and post analysis period. Two
approaches have been used, a specific period approach and a rolling period approach. Table 2 illustrates the
difference in the two approaches. The specific period approach detines two specific yeadong periods, one
pre and one post, and all participants and comparison households are analyzed using the consumption and
payment in those specified periods. For example, from December 1993 to December 1994 is the pre-year
and from December 1996 to December 1997 is the Post-’’participation” year. For Household 1, the post
p~icipant year represent their twenty-fourth through thirty-fifih months in the pmg~ while Household 2,
the post participant year is their seventh through eighteenth months in the program.

The rolling period approach defines a different analysis period for each household based on the day
the person joined the program. Comparison households are given a pseudo starting date so that they can also
be compared. For each household, 12 months prior to the join date up to the join date is the pre period.
From the join date forward 12 months is designated the post period.

Table 2: Cornparison of the Two Period Selection Approaches
Housdmld 1 Joined PIP January 1,1995 Househdd2Janed PlPMay 1, 19%

Specific Period Approach Rolling Period Approach

Prc-Period Post Period Pre-Period I’ost Period

}k)usehold 1 12/1/93-12/1/94 12/1/96- 12/1/97 1/1/94-1/1/95 1/1/95-1/1/96

I 1kmsehold 2 I 12/1/93-12/l/94 12/1/96- 12/1/97 5/1/95-5/1/96 I 5/1/96-5/1 /97

The problem with the specified period approach is that for programs that have operated for a number
of years, the pre-period must either be fm enough back in time to represent a period when no program
existed, or the pre-prograrn period must encompass a period in which customers were enrolled in the
program. This means that either some households are dropped because there are no data for the pre-period,
or some households are dropped because they already were enrolled in the program during the specified pre-
period. Because the rolling approach uses each customer’s exact enrollment date as the pre-post cut-off,
none of the participants need be excluded from the analysis for overlap issues. The rolling approach also
makes it easier for one to examine customer performance two-years before and two-years afier enrollment.
The rolling approach does require a more sophisticated analysis routine, however.



Consumption Analysis

The consumption analysis checks to see the degree to which customers change their consumption
behavior when given a tlat rate that does not vary by quantity of energy used. The conventional wisdom is
that customers will exploit the absence of a price signal by increasing the amount of energy they consume.
This fm has prompted most PIP programs to include penalties fbr those increasing their usage above a
certain threshold or incentives for those customers that successfully reduce their energy levels.

Because the consumption analysis methodology has been addressed in numerous weatherizat ion
studies, this paper will not elaborate on the results. The evaluations found a range of impacts from post
enrollment increases up to 10 percent to post enrollment decreases of 3 percent. No obvious patterns exist to
explain the diflering results.

Payment Anatysis

To evaluate the impact of the PIP on payment behavior, it is necessary to measure changes in the
three areas: the amount of payments, the number of payments, and the timeliness of the payments. All of
the utilities realized a significant improvement in the payment fiequenc y afler PIP enrollment. Customers
increase the number of payments made. As they are now configured, making regular payments is a
requirement to stay in the PIP. Most of the programs have very strict requirements so that any customer
missing a second consecutive payment is dismissed from the program. Most enrollees find it difficult to
meet this requirement. Table 3 shows the retention rate for the various utilities. Most of the programs low
more than 50 percent of their participants by the end of the second year. Approximately, one half of these
are closed accounts, where the customer moves, dies, or where service is terminated. The programs also
have difierent policies with respect to removal from the PIP programs. MetEd and Penelec strictly enforced
the requirement that customers could not have two consecutive missed payments. The other utilities have
less stringent requirements and/or do not enforce the provisions as strictly.

Table 3: PIP Retention Rates

Total Number of Participants Number as of Retention Rate

Ikroilcd 12/97

PGW 102,666 58,187 57?40(36?40)1

MetEd 1600 525 33?40

Pf’&I. 1870 6262 45703

Pent.k 1333 406 30%
1.21,245of these customers were in default of program payment rules and would have been dropped if pilot rules applied.

2. As of411tW

3. ‘Only 4S% of cohort I and 2 joiners remained in OnTrack program 24 mcmths aik thqjoined. 30?76ofjoiner

accounts had closed and 25°% had been dropped fm missing payments or failing to recertifi as eligible. (Cross 1999 p. 33).

Table 4 shows the number of payments made by the participants before and after they join the PIP.
The good news is that many customers are now making regular payments. In general, customers are
increasing payment frequency to more than ten payments per year.

The bad news is that these payments in total are less than they were before the program. Table 5
shows a comparison of the revenues collected from the customers in the pre and post periods. It is apparent
that revenues drop in the year following enrollment as compared to the revenues received in the previous



year. Part of the change reflects differences in the calculation procedures. The PP&L result includes
changes relative to payment amounts of a comparison group.

Table 4: Change in Payment Frequency

Number of Pdyments Number of Payments Change in Payments
in Prc Period in Post Period (Post to Pre)

PG W 6 10 4

Equitabk 8 11 3

Metlld 7 10 3

Penelec 6 10 4

Tabk 5: Change in Payment Amounts

Payment Amount in Payment Amount in Change in Payment
Pre-Pwiod Post Pmiod Amount (Post to Pre)

PG W $573 $553 -$20

Equitabk $845 $736 -$109

MetEd $622 $620 -$2

PP&L -$192 ‘

Penelec $558 !%380 -$178
1 I

-—— I ---
1 1

I Ibis rcpxmti a wi~ w- 0~hdng and pcaal smviw ca&omm in ahott I and 2 of (’mss I WY. ‘Hxsc li~m inchk paynmt

amounts rdaliw to a cnrnparkm group.

Table 6 shows the change in energy assistance received by the utilities. All of the programs have a
requirement that LII-IEAP-eligible PIP participants apply for at least one grant made out to the utility. Many
of the utihties did not penalize participants who failed to apply. PCJW instituted an aggressive marketing

qaign to enco~e ~1 of its ~w-income customers to enroll. More r~=ntly. they also imposed a
penalty on those customers who were eligible for grants and fiiled to apply. The impact of this penalty does
not show up in the analysis period shown in Table 6.

Tabk 6: Change in the Amount of Energy Assistance Grants Received

Amount Assistance Amount of Assis~e Ckmge in ttw Amount of
Grants in Pre Period Chants in Post Period Assistance Grants (Post to Pm)

PG W $122 $168 +$46

Equitabk $153
—._

$232 +$79

MetEd $43 $6 -$37

PP&L -$102 ‘

Pener& $88 $5 -$83
“lW~ a weighkd avuagc of Irating d gcnual suvicc aM3nwrs in cobl 1 and 2 of Cress 1999 These Iigurcs include paymenl amounts

rchve toaCOmpansm g-cup

Tracking the impact of the PIP on grant receipts is a tricky erdeavor. Not only have there been
changes in grant eligibility and grant sti, but utilities have changed the ways that they encourage customers



to apply. It is unclear as to how much of the changes in the pre-post grant levels are attributable to the PIPs
themselves.

Payment Am@& Evaluation IwuJes

There are several methodological issues that need to be addressed in calculating changes in payment
behavior. One area of particular concern is the appropriate use of comparison groups. lJnlike consumption
analysis, where numerous studies already have explored most analysis nuances, we have little experience in
analyzing transaction impacts. For example, weather differences are accepted as a major exogenous variable
affkcting consumption. Studies have therefore made use of normalization routines such as PRISM to control
for weather. In the case of transactions, it is unclear how seasonal variations affit payment behavior. Most
Iow-incom custonwrs are on budget plans so that their bills do not vary by weather variations. In
Pennsylvania% payment may be more affkcted by the existence of a shut-off moratorium that limits the
utilit y’s ability to shut+ff customers in the winter months, or by changes in ftieral ent itIements.

%lection of a Comparison Group. Choosing the appropriatecanpmkmn group is also an issue. In a
wahermtion *s& the subsequent-year’s treatment group serves as a comparison for the current year’s
treatment group. The use ofti enrollees asacomparison assumes that the two groups am similar in all f%cto~
except that one group received t.mtrmnt while the other dd rmt The analysis also assurmsthat tmtlmltis
indeperrknt hm pwious behavior tren& (that is a person’s selection as a participant is not influenced by their
behavior in the prior periods); arKIthat no ot.kr exogenous variables affixt one group diffenmtly fim the other
during the amdysis period. Unfortunately, all ofthese assumptions are violated in the PIP case.

Both Wirtshafler ( 1997) and Cross ( 1999) noticed a significant drop in payments in the period just
before joining the PIP. ‘The f~ial situation for some of the customers worsened enough in Period -1,
(relative to Period -2) that they contactd a PGW repmentative and enrolled in the PIP, Wirtshafier
(1997).” his observation of reduction in payment leading up to enrollment means that enrollment is not
independent of previous payment behavior. Because there is a timing component to when a customer
enrolls, it is not true that the changes in behavior of the treatment group in years Period –1 to Period +1 are
similar to the changes in behavior of the comparison group in Period –2 to Period – 1.

Self-selection into the PIPs makes designation of a control more diff]cult. There is a problem in
comparing the group of customers from a pool who were motivated to join the PIP to the remaining
households who took no action. In the PGW case, the sti and duration of the program lefl an obvious
division between particimmts and non-participants so that no comparison group could be found. Cross
(1999) pulls his comparison group from those not enrolling, and acknowledges the possibility of self-
.seIected differences between his treatment and comparison groups.

To establish a comparison group, Wirtshatkr (1998a and 1998b) partitioned the eligible population
into two separate groups. One group was not informed about the PIP, or referred to PIP by utility
representatives. In theory, this should have produced a better comparison group, because it was not made up
wholly of persons who were offered but rejected the opportunisty to join. There was, however, still a self-
selection issue in that some segments of the eligible group chose not to participate, particularly those
customers in the higher incomes. where the PIP rate would be higher than the regular rate. The comparison
group thus was a valid comparison of customers eligible to join PIP, and not one of those that actually
joined.

With these problems in the spxification of the comparison groups none of the studies can fidly
attribute observed changes to program impacts. This is an area when improvements are needed in titure
studies.



Ddng WittITmnsience. ltkmhkwhti ~m~tibti~atiyaofb For

exampk3 it is rmtckar Imwto project ahalfiyear’s recdofpymnt behavbrowa ildl-year(altkugh this is
comnmnly dom with comur@on anaiysii). For k rmjority of k * analysts have onty imhded cases * a
fi.dlyearofdata isavailabk. Thispser$saserbus probkrninthat dexcludesall tmmientc@orms idudingt.tmse
whovvmdisconmcted eitkrintkpreorpost period. Thisabexcludesanyorw wlmnmwdduringk@o@ ewi
thoughascmss(1999) no@*nr)wsasan idepm&teventkttE lesults “Ilwwcustomemwiththepmlcr
IMyingn=ml are nmre likelyto nmve becauseof tinarcial difficultiesm paying tbr mt.

The behavior ofthe group uppeurs to improve over time, but some of[his change is due to transient
customers who were poorer payers dropping out. Evaluators should use cuution when muting
statements such as ‘‘<Womers who stayed in CAP twwyeurs showed improved payment behavior”,
bccuuve any group tflow-incorne customers who stqved at their uddresses ji)r tww yeurs probably
also shored improvement over that time period. Cross ( 1999, p21 ).

The transient issue also makes it difficult to gauge the effectiveness of the PIP in keeping customers
from disconnection. If a fill-year of pre data is needed to be included in the analysis, all customers
disconnected in the year prior to joining the PIP are excluded. Unless having a fill year of data is a program
requirement as it is in some programs, ignoring accounts with less than a fill pre-year of data drops an
important set of participants km the analysis.

There are few easy solutions to correct the transience issue. Evaluators can attempt to track
participants from one location to another, though this method tends to locate customers who relocated for
reasons other than non-payment of rent and utility bills. The latter group tends to change the billpayer name
when re-registering for utility services.

Cost/Benefit Anatysis

The largest amount of cent.mversy about the pefiormance of PIPs lies in the codbenefit assessment.
The studies measure costs differently. The evaluations have very different perspectives on the appropriate
determinantion ofcost-eflkct iveness.

De4erminati0nof PrOgmmSuccexs

The ultimate purpose of all PIP evaluations is to determine if the program is cost-justified.
However, in comparing the Equitable Gas to the four other studies evaluations, the measures used to
determine cost-effectiveness diffkr greatly. Thus, though programs behaved quite similarly, the conclusions
regarding cost-effkct ive are vastly different. The discrepancy stern.. from the use of a cost-effective test used
by Equitable in assessing their program. A test this author believes is invalid. Because this test has
traditionally been the justification for the use of PIPs, we address this issue as our first priority.

The measure of cost-effitiveness to non-participants used by Peach et. al. and others is as follows.
“If participants filly pay the variable (commodity) cost of energy plus at least some small contribution to
fixed cost, the other customers will be better otT. (Peach et. al. 1996).” Low-income advocates introduced
the concept of “low-income rates set at variable costs” as a response to the large discounts being offered
large industrial and commercial customers. Gas utilities fhced with loss of a large customer justi~ giving
discounts as long as the amount paid by the customer cover all of the variable costs and a portion of the fixed
costs. As long as this occurs, other customers will be better off than they would if the customer left the
system. This line of reasoning was extended to consideration of low-income households. The reasoning is
that if low-income customers, who receive large amounts of gas under the winter moratorium and then are



shut off for the summer period for non-payment, make regular below-bill payments, the utility is Ixtter
keeping them on during the summer. Because summer gas consumption is totally off-peak, any contribution
above the variable cost of service is revenue that helps to contribute to fixed costs and lowers the obligations
that other paying customers must make. 1

The problem with this line of reasoning is that PIP advocates, as signified by the Peach et. al
quotation above, have extended the rationale to total service rather than the more limited argument over
whether summer shut-et% are in other customers’ economic interest. The analogy between large industrials
and PIP participants fails because PIP customers do not have mobility to go elsewhere for their gas. Lower
rates for industrials and even summer use for low-income are justified because those revenues would be lost
to the system A prudent utility would not offer discounts to its industrial customers unless the utility saw a
realistic chance that the customer could actually leave. The possibility of low-income customers leaving the
system or a utility removing them permanently has no basis. PIP customers cannot and do not leave the
system. The segment of the low-income population with poor payment patterns has no options for getting
gas service from other suppliers. Even when a customer’s service is terminated, he or she does not redly
leave the system These customers are either granted !%vorable r-e-entry provisions or they return using
someone else’s identity. Therefore, the load does not disappear. It remains regardless of the pricing scheme.
Providing service to these customers, while collecting less revenue than could be wllected under other
approaches does not benefti other customers. Revenues are reduced and costs remain the same. If we are
truly interested in benefiting good-paying customers, utilities must attempt to maximize the contributions
that poor paying customer make towards their gas bills.2 Regulators and utilities may ckose to offer these
PIP rates to low income customers for social policy purpose% but they are not cost-justified if they only meet
the standard ofcost-effective presented above.

The problem is conqxmnded in Pennsylvania by the interpretation that only tie] prices and not other
avoided costs such as billing, metering, and collection should be included in the equation. The Peach et. al.
cost-effectiveness measure though invalid has become the determinant of whether programs are cost
justified. Lowering the rate to an immobile sub-class of customers hurts the other customers. If a PIP
program is truly to eliminate impacts on non-participants, then it is necessary to choose the pricing
alternatives, which produces the largest net return. A valid economic comparison examines all of the
revenue wllected and costs to administer a PIP and compares those revenues and costs to those of the
traditional pricing scheme and any other alternatives.

Comparative Costs as the Measurwof Cost Ef&tiv~

An alternative, and more useful, performance criterion is a comparison of the PIP with other service
options. For this te~ we compare the revenues and wsts associated with PIP with the revenues and costs of
billing procedures used before there was a PIP. Revenues and wsts for each option (PIP and previous
billing procedures) are compared in order to determine which program generates the highest net revenue.

To fhcihtate the analysi% all wsts and benefits are wmputed as incremental to the pre-PIP billing
approach. For wnvenience, we classify these wsts and beneffis into six categories shown in Figure 1. The
last threw categories, which have not been previously discu~ will be discussed in detail below.

‘ ‘Ilts qpmsent totally gnom the due oftumimstmnsasa fmymad inasstivc

: We m tsd advocating dmt tates he raised h) ditimirmtmy levels Azc umtrihstsons significarX exceed clsss wsslsol.wswice. In some casct lowu r81ssmsy be

casxmmically jtiilicd. For is@ance, Guss ( 1999) wgsscsttmt Iow-incxmssercs&ntA usus of Ws or dcdcity with high loads &sesve IOMU tams because ~ch unit of

consunspion hilled k a fixed clmrge bih mto m CusImous using ossxccnqy are thcrefw being charged fbr more fixed charges “Thisauti cautions tit without

caswfidrate srrslwIs hsfsncmg ths h ngaimd the highu demsnds h peak @cm capsdy hy I& snmc cmstomux II is diffil! to know If ra!cx w tno high ar tuo

low fbr Iow-mcmme CUSIOMCYSWIUI Iqc loads.



Incremental Annual Cost of Camying Debt. In addition to the amount of payments made by each
customer, it is important to measure the timing of these payments. [Jtilities maintain working capital to
cover the lag between the time they bill a customer and they receive a payment. When customers owe
money or just pay their bills late, the utility must cover this unpaid amount by increasing its working eapitd
amount. The interest cost of carrying this debt is a cost that needs to be tracked in assessing the impact of
the program. PIPs are supposed to lower a utility’s costs by making payments on time, and thus lowering
the utility’s working capital requirement.

Most of the studies ignore this cost. The three studies by this author calculate the change in average
overdue balance within eaeh period. The average overdue balance measures, each &y of the year, the total
receivables that are more than 30 days past due. These daily values are summed and divided by 365 to
obtain an annual average. The annual average is then subtracted ilom the wing value to derive a change
in average arrearage over the year. This calculation indicates the change in the average past due amount for
the year. The value multiplied by the interest rate shows the change in the cosl of carrying this customer’s
arremage over the entire year.

In additiou once a custonwr joins PIP, the utility gives the customer an earned discount (defined as
the shortfall difference between the fill bill and their PIP bill amount) eaeh month. This earned discount is
applied only afler fill payment of each bill. The cost of carrying this earned discount needs to be considered
in the cost beneffi analysis. In some utilities, the shorttill has been included into current rates so that money
is accruing to pay for this shortfidl and no carrying costs are incurred. For other utilities, the short fal! is
being accumulated to be reeovered when the rates are rec.akulated. In this case, the carrying costs of the
shortfhll should be included.

Fimlly, some programs grant forgiveness of pre-pmgram debt. For many utilities, the write-off of
bad debt produces a positive benefti. The utility claims back the taxes paid on the assumed payment. This
current payment is ofien larger in present value terms than the future recovery or repayment of a portion of
the debt. Most utilities do not track their debt reeovery close enough to know whether debt forgiveness
produces a benefit or a cost. At wor@ however, forgiveness does not represent a large cost for any utility.

Forgiveness can play a role as a payment incentive, however, there are issues. Cross(1999) believes
that forgiveness was an important incentive for most customers. Wirtshafter (1996) finds that most
pa.rtieipants do not attach as much importance to the forgiveness incentives. For MetEd/Penelec, less than
ten percent of surveyed participants mentioned forgiveness as a benefit of the program The figure was even
smaller for PGW. For many the debt to the utility had reached a point where they had long ago given up on
paying it back. This is illustrated by the t%ctthat customers with the lowest amounts of debt were fhr more
likely to mention forgiveness as a benefit.

Administrative Costs. Within the broad areas of PIP pmgrarn operation costs, customer ~rvice
operations costs, and colkction costs there are areas where PIP programs requires different personnel and
serviee levels than required for regular customers. These on-going expenses have been found to be
significant. Table 7 shows the change in administrative costs per customer. All of the programs expended a
considerable amount of finds in getting the programs started. If another utility were considering whether to
start a PIP, these start-up costs would be a major consideration. Eiowever, since the issue for the
Pennsylvania pilots is whether the pilot PIPs should be extended into fidl-scale programs, the start-up costs
are sunk and are not rekvant to the analysis.

Costs that would continue if an existing PIP were to continue fill primarily into two areas:
administrative and customer support. Each PIP has been required to hire a program administrator to run the
program. This person and some assistants handle all of the calls from customers, track payment issues,
cmrdinate with field offices or uxnmunity based organkmtions (CBO) that offer outreach serviees, and
prepare repofls for management and regulators. A major cost of each of the PIPs involves customer



outreach. Each participant must fill out an intake form at a field offke or CBO office. This information
must be recertified annually. In additio~ the field ofllces and CBOs are used to contact customers who are
about to be dismissed for non-payment.

Table 7: Change in Average On-going Administrative Costs for PIPs

I Number of Participants Change in Average Administrative Cost

t%%?+ R $99
$90

L!2E!”-L-.EL.-J___ $58
1. NOligum is givm h total nuder. Value rcpnxtis pmk mwollrnmt during study period. achieved in June of 1994.

Avoided Collection Costs. One of tlw important goals of PIPs is to reduce non-payment by
customrs and thus reduce the amount of collection activity required. If this is occurring, it is a benefit of the
program and an estimate of the collection costs that are avoided should be calculated. ‘rOcakmlate these
avoided collection cost% we can compare the number of collection activities required and the costs of each
collection activity. 3

The analysis of collection impacts really comes down to measuring the results of customers who
succeed in the PIP. There are no long-term savings in collection costs for customers who are removed from
the PIP for non-payment. These customers end up back in traditional collection and do not end up saving
any collection-related costs. The PIP serves as a means to postpone ultimate collection activities. Collection
activity savings, therefore occur when a previously poor paying customer is reformed into a good payer
upon joining the PIP. Counting up the number of these reformed customers and multiplying the number by
the collect ion-related costs associated with serving them in the past gives us an avoided collection wst
figure. Of course in reality. the analysis of collection costs faces the same issues fiicing payment analysis. [f
collection problems are cyclical or temporary, changes in behavior may be the result of these variations and
not impacts of the PIP. To date, no methods have attempted to control for these variatio~ other than by
using a comparison g~oup to monitor relative changes in collection related costs over the same time periods.

Three of the evaluations calculate an avoided collection cost value. [t is interesting to note that the
traditional collection cost.. for PIP-like customer average less than $40 per year. Therefore it is not possible
for the savings for these collection costs, even should they all be saved for every participant to cover the
extra administrative costs of the PIP. The savings calculated for MetU Penelec, and PGW were -$15,
+$16, and +$2 per participant, respectively.

Other Benefits. David Carroll (1993) notes that there are txmefits “derived from the ability to
maintain gas service including health and cleartline~ safety, and corntlofi and the improved ability to meet
other financial obligations because of reduced gas payments and arreariages”. Cruss (1999) notes that
income improvements are unlikely to be substantial enough to affect significantly anyone’s overall
economic situation

Net Impacts. Table 8 summmixs the net impacts of the program compared to if there had been no
progmm and participants had remained in traditional billing.

1Pods d. d. 1996, sue timt this %ottosn up’. melhod un&estIsnnks lhc dse ofcdcdion snvmgs hccause n ignosw o~ and _vily bdors ‘Iley u=
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Table 8: Net Impacts of PIP

P(;W MetEd PP&L 1 Penelec

Increase in Revenue Collected ($1,721,816)2 ($3200) ($233,500) ($237,274)

Increase in Grants Collected ($59.000) ($124,248) ($1 10,639)

Incremental Annual Savings of $655,241 ($38,1 64) ($59.465)
Carrying Debt

CAP Incremental Cosls ($734,423) ($158,248) ($ 109,260) ($76,616)

CAP Avoided Collection Costs $186,346 ($23,329) $21,991

Total Benefit (Cost) of CAP Pmgrarn ($1,614,652) ($282,128) ($467,000) ($462,003)
I [’alw.latilmcd(m cxhrts I and 2 2. Includs ~iLs cdlcctcd

Summary

When the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission initiated the PIP pilots they envisioned four
goals for the pilots. ‘Ehese goals are: 1) Benefit good-paying customers by providing a more effective
approach for dealing with low-income payment problems than traditional collection; 2) Protect consumer
health and safety by helping low-income customers maintain utility services; 3) Provide for affordable utility
service by making available payment assistance to low-income customers; and 4) Establish that CAP is
operated in a cost-effkctive and efllcient manner. Now that the pilots are finishing their initial runs, it is a
good time to assess how well have the programs met these goals.

Do the PIP pilots as currently designed benefit gcmd paying customer? The program
significantly helps the participants who make regular payments while in the PIP, characteristics that describe
approximately only one-third to one-half of the participants. These customers are given large discounts in
their bills and generous debt forgiveness. However, for all of the pilots examined, the vast majority of the
utilities’ good paying low-income customers are ineligible for the program. Since only custormrs with an
arrearage were allowed in PIPs to begin witk only cuslomers who were poor payers directly benefit from
the discounted billing ot%ed by the program. The utilities’ good paying customers are lxing asked to
increase their rates to help the poor paying customers get a larger discount. This inequity creates a negative
incentive for good-paying low-income customers.

Does the PIP, as it is designed, protect consumer health and safety by helping low-income
customers maintain utility service? Agak there may be isolated cases where the PIP improves a
customer’s health or dety. However, for the vast majority ofcustome~ it is hard to make a case for health
and safety improvements. Because Pennsylvania utilities adhere to a service-termination moratorium in the
heating period and do not disconnect customers with known medical needs, service terminations do not
generally impose any health or safety costs on customers. The evaluations, in contra.% fti termination to
be a positive tool for the utilities. Cross(1999) shows that the threat of termination and termination itself are
an eflkctive means for collecting revenues from non-paying customers. Both Cress (1999) and Wirtshafler
(1998% and 1998b) found that the PIPs have little impact on preventing service terminations. (This is
largely because so few customers actually have their service terminated each year). Most of the participants
who would likely face service termination fhil to stay in the PIPs and therefore gain only temporary
protection liom termination. If we take the incremental costs of the PIP and divide it by the number of
avoided termimt iow Wirtshafier estimates that it costs the utilities between $4900 and $34,000 for every
avoided termination. This can hardly be considered a cost-effective way to avoid terminations.



Does the PIP provide for affordable utility service by making payment assistance to low-
income customers? The answer to this question is both yes and no. For the minority of PIP customers who
remain act ive the answer is yes. For those removed fi-om PIP the answer k no. However, for the vast
majority of good paying low-income customers, the answer is no. These households struggle to make their
payments each month. The PIPs increase their rates given that PIP adminislratiom shortfall, and forgiveness
are borne by paying customers. While the cross-subsidies of the pilot are insignificant, a full-scale program
would likely have a noticeable affkct on some households.

Does the current PIP operate in a cost-effective and efficient manner? On an ongoing basis, the
PIP experiment costs the four utilities, POW, MetEd PP&L, and Penelec, and their ratepayers almost $2.8
million a year more than the utilities would have spent had the traditional billing been in place. (This figure
does not include the hundreds of thousands of dollars required to start-up the programs). Nor do we find the
PIPs to be ef%cient. In order to operate then the utilities have been required to create a new management
system billing system and customer service structure. Running two systems in Parallel is both costly and
confi.using to the customers.

The evaluations of the Pennsylvania PIP pilot programs and the fill-scale program run by PGW
show PIPs not to be cost-effective when compared to regular traditional billing. The programs as they are
now configured are expensive to operate. Despite favorable payment discounts and debt forgiveness, less
than half of the customers remain active in the programs, Of greatest concern is the inequity of the current
arrangement, which provides benefits to only those customers who have not paid their bills in the past, at the
expense of those that do. Many Iow-ineorrx households need help managing their energy bills, and new
solutions must be found. Two solutions, a low-income rate for all eligible households and improvement to
traditional collection practices may be better alternatives.

If PIPs and other low-income pricing programs continue to be developed, the evaluation industry
will need to set ecftain standards for what constitutes an acceptable evaluation. This paper notes several
areas where better approaches will need to be developed if more exacting studies of performance and eost-
effketiveness are required.
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